6 THINGS TO STAY
AWAY FROM WHEN
SELECTING YOUR NEXT
SCHOOL/COLLEGE LMS
With so many types of Institutions, multiplied with so many types of learning needs, it’s hard
to find the perfect LMS for your school or college. To help you get started, there are few
things to avoid when selecting your School/College LMS. Infographic below presents some
features you should definitely NOT want in your future LMS.

AVOID COMPLEX
SYSTEMS
A difficult to use LMS comes with frustrations
for all users, as training teachers and admins
becomes a cumbersome and costly endeavor. You
should avoid a complex LMS.

AVOID CLUMSY DESIGN
(UX/UI MATTERS)
1995 feels like it ended a century ago.
Responsive design is the living future and if an
LMS is stuck in the “olden days” of set widths,
just back away immediately. User Experience &
User Interface makes a huge difference in digital
experience.

MORE FEATURES DOESN'T
MEAN BETTER LMS
Unnecessary features only clutter the interface
and having to pay for them makes things even
worse. Make sure you can customize the LMS
according to the specific needs of your
organization.

NO CROSS PLATFORM
CONNECTIVITY
Most LMS are so rigid that they have no way of
connecting to your other applications and
increases data redundancy. You want a LMS that
can share some data pool from your other
applications. Eg. LMS accessing student data
from your ERP and vice-versa.

DIG OUT THE HIDDEN
COSTS
Unnecessary features, implementation fees,
mandatory training, testing and bug fixing or
customer support can all be subject to extra
payment. Be sure to know exactly what you pay
for.

NO FREE TRIALS?
NO DEAL!
Product Demos are just not enough, with so
many software companies trying to jump in to
LMS, its hard to say what works and what
doesn't. get a free trial and make an in-depth
use of it. The only way to tell which system is
your champio!
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